Staying on top of the federal budget and appropriations process can be difficult. With so many moving parts and billions of dollars at stake, having the latest, most relevant information is crucial. POLITICO Pro’s Appropriations Tracker is designed to help you track spending bills and access key documents in a single, easy-to-view display.

NEVER MISS A BEAT.

STRAIGHTFORWARD VISUALIZATIONS
Visualize all 12 spending bills and view their updates at-a-glance. See the House and Senate advance their legislation from the committee stage to eventual presidential approval.

INTEGRATED DESIGN
Any additional information you need from the Appropriations Tracker links directly to bill pages and roll call votes in the Legislative Compass. Committee reports are also linked in the Document Drawer.

THOROUGH DATA
Access all 12 regular spending bills in addition to omnibus bills. Our expert editors review and supplement the annual spending data to ensure you receive comprehensive information.

GIVE YOUR TEAM AN EDGE.

TRACK BILL STATUS
Track a bill’s progress as it moves through Congress. The simple-to-follow visualizations make it easy for you to know where a bill stands and check the status along the way.

COMPARE SPENDING
Analyze proposed House and Senate spending levels for each bill as they become available. Once a final number is negotiated, this will be replaced by the amount that is signed by the president.

FILTER INFORMATION
Find data from past Fiscal Years and show legislation related to the appropriations process using filters. This includes Regular Appropriations, Continuing Resolutions, Supplemental Appropriations, and Budget Resolutions.

EXPLORE OMNIBUS BILLS
View omnibus bills at the top of the Appropriations Tracker screen when applicable. This new bill will specify which of the 12 bills have been combined.